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ABSTRACT
In field experiments designed to study subgrid-scale parameterizations for large eddy simulation, the flow
field is often measured and then filtered in two-dimensional planes. This two-dimensional filtering serves as
a surrogate for three-dimensional filtering. The question of whether this will yield accurate results in
subgrid-scale (SGS) models is addressed by analyzing data from a field experiment in which 16 sonic
anemometers were deployed in a four by four grid. The experiment was held in July 2002 at the Surface
Layer Turbulence and Environmental Science Test (SLTEST) facility in the Utah West Desert. The full
SGS stress tensor and its parameterizations using both two- and three-dimensional filterings are obtained.
Comparisons are given between two- and three-dimensional filterings of the field measurements based on
probability density functions (PDFs) and energy spectra of the SGS stress elements. The PDFs reveal that
quantities calculated with two-dimensional filtering exhibit greater intermittency than those computed with
three-dimensional filtering at the same scale. From the spectra it is observed that the different filtering
methods result in similar behavior, but that spectra of SGS stress components computed with a threedimensional filter roll off at a slightly lower wavenumber than those computed with a two-dimensional filter.
The PDFs and spectra of the stresses calculated with two- and three-dimensional filters can be made to
collapse by reducing the three-dimensional filter scale according to 3D  0.842D. Geometric alignment
analyses are performed for the SGS heat flux, SGS stress, and filtered strain rate for the cases of stable,
near-neutral, and unstable atmospheric stabilities. Under unstable and near-neutral atmospheric stability,
two-dimensional filtering yields acceptable results; however, under stable atmospheric stability, a new
approach is recommended and delineated.

1. Introduction
To investigate the characteristics of subgridscale (SGS) variables and to evaluate closure models
for large eddy simulation (LES), several field ex-
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periments have recently been performed in the
atmospheric surface layer using various horizontal
arrays of sonic anemometers (Tong et al. 1999,
1998; Porté-Agel et al. 2000a,b, 2001a,b; Higgins
et al. 2003, 2004; Horst et al. 2004; Kleissl et al.
2003, 2004; Sullivan et al. 2003). In these experiments,
two-dimensional filtering was used to compute the
components of the SGS stress tensor. However, the
LES equations are derived using a three-dimensional
filter:
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FIG. 1. Photograph of the SGS 2002 experiment. Sixteen sonic anemometers were arranged
in a 4 4 grid. A sample three-dimensional filter domain is indicated as the box. The array
of anemometers was orientated perpendicular to the mean wind direction and measurements
of the temperature and the three components of the velocity vector were logged at 20 Hz.
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where ũi is the filtered velocity field, p̃ is the filtered
pressure,  is the kinematic viscosity,  is the density,
˜
and ij  u
iuj  ũiũj is the unknown SGS stress. Here,
the tilde ( ) represents spatial filtering. The assumption inherent in all the analyses of the field data is that
two-dimensional filtering is an appropriate surrogate
for the three-dimensional filtering that is applied to
Navier–Stokes equations to derive the LES equation
set. Tong et al. (1998) addressed this issue using LES of
the atmospheric boundary layer, and showed that the
reduction in filter dimension increased the variance of
the LES variables by 10%–14%. Here, we extend the
analysis of Tong et al. using field data from a 2002 field
campaign in Utah that was designed to allow for threedimensional filtering. The specific correspondence between a particular filter type and the implicit filter in an
actual numerical simulation has been a much-discussed
topic (see, e.g., Piomelli et al 1988; De Stefano and
Vasilyev 2002) that is beyond the scope of the present
paper.

In this paper we compare the probability density
functions and the spectra of the components of the SGS
stress and filtered strain rate with two-dimensional versus three-dimensional filtering. A vector alignment
analysis of the SGS heat flux is performed for both twoand three-dimensional filterings, and a tensor alignment analysis of the SGS stress and filtered strain rate
is performed for both two- and three-dimensional filterings. We confirm the increase in variability discussed
by Tong et al., and identify that this increase in variability associated with two-dimensional filtering can be
interpreted as a 16% reduction in the associated threedimensional filter size. We use a geometric analysis to
TABLE 1. Data characterization: one segment corresponds to
30 min of measurements. Taylor’s hypothesis is used to convert
the temporal data into streamwise data.
Stable
(z/L)
No. of segments
No. of points

0.15

(z/L)
0.05
4
150 000

Neutral

Unstable

|(z/L)|
0.03
34
1 200 000

1.6 (z/L)
0.05
28
1 000 000
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FIG. 2. Spectra of u, , and w, for the atmosphere under (a) neutral, (b) stable, and (c) unstable stabilities. The
spectra show the expected k5/3 slope. (d) Normalized average velocity gradients for all three cases of atmospheric
stability.

show that, for the case of stably stratified flow, twodimensional filtering can give incorrect results. We
make recommendations on data processing and the directionality of the filtering operations.

2. SGS 2002 field experment
Sixteen sonic anemometers were deployed at the
Surface Layer Turbulence and Environmental Science
Test (SLTEST) site in the West Desert of Utah from 8
to 23 July 2002. The anemometers were arranged in a
4
4 grid perpendicular to the mean wind direction.
The array center was placed 5.25 m above the ground,
with a horizontal and vertical spacing between the sonics of 0.5 m resulting in a filter size () of 2 m. The
upwind fetch in the West Desert was O(100 km). A
photograph of the experimental setup is presented in

Fig. 1. Measurements of the temperature and of the
three components of the velocity vector were logged at
20 Hz. The parameter z/L was used to classify the data
into three stability regimes, where z is the mean instrument height (5.25 m), L is the Obukhov length L 
u3 Tacp/gH, u  (uw2  vw2)(1/4) is the fric*
*
tion velocity, H  cpwT is the sensible heat flux, 
is the density of air, cp is the specific heat of air, Ta is the
reference air temperature, g is the acceleration of gravity, and   0.4 is von Kármán’s constant. Table 1
summarizes the stability criteria and resulting amount
of data available for analysis. Spectra of the data for all
three cases of atmospheric stability are presented in
Fig. 2, along with a plot of the average normalized vertical velocity gradients. Note that in the stable case (Fig.
2b) the spectra flatten at small wavenumbers, and the
average velocity gradients (Fig. 2d) in the stable case
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are 3 times stronger than both the neutral and unstable cases.
In the analysis of SGS stress components, threedimensional filtering is done at a scale of   2 m in all
three dimensions by applying a box filter in the vertical
and cross-stream horizontal directions. Box filtering is
done by performing a weighted average of the sonic
outputs in each of the cross-stream directions. Note that
the filter size, , need not coincide with the grid spacing. For   2 m the weights are wi  1/4 (i  1, 2, 3,
4), for   1.5 m wi  1/3 (i  1, 2, 3), and in the case
of 3D  0.842D  1.68 m the weights are wi 
[0.21, 0.29, 0.29, 0.21] across the array. Their weights
have been determined by the trapezoidal rule. A Gaussian filter is applied in the streamwise direction. Twodimensional filtered signals are produced by selecting a
slice of the data parallel to the land surface at a height
of 5.5 m. This slice is filtered with a box filter in the
cross-stream horizontal direction with weights wi  1/4
(i  1, 2, 3, 4) in the   2 m case, and for   1.5 m
wi  1/3 (i  1, 2, 3). Again, a Gaussian filter is applied
in the streamwise direction. There is a small height difference between the 2D and 3D filter locations, which
is unavoidable due to array geometry. We have compared the 2D filtered results for the plane above and
below the centroid of the 3D filtered array, and see
essentially no difference between the 2D filtered signals
above and below the 3D filter centroid. Note that both
two- and three-dimensional filterings are done at the
same scale (  2 m). In the vector and tensor analysis
the filter size is reduced to   1.5 m in both the twoand three-dimensional cases to allow for gradients and
the calculation of the filtered strain rate, S̃ij.

3. SGS stress and filtered strain rate components
We present probability density functions and spectra
of the off-diagonal components of the SGS stress tensor, ij, and filtered strain rate, S̃ij  1⁄2(iuj  jui). The
remaining components show similar behavior with respect to two- and three-dimensional filterings and are
not shown. Figures 3a–c , respectively, present probability density functions of the off-diagonal components
of the SGS stress 12, 13, and 23. In Fig. 3, the dashed
→
FIG. 3. Probability density functions of the components of the
SGS stress tensor calculated with two-dimensional filtering
(dashed line) and three-dimensional filtering (solid line) for (a)
12, (b) 13, and (c) 23. In each of the plots, the components
computed with two-dimensional filtering exhibit greater intermittency, indicated by the higher probability of extreme events
(higher tails) in the PDF.
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line represents the two-dimensional filtered estimate,
and the solid line represents the component calculated
with a three-dimensional filter. For all three components, the two-dimensional filtered estimate has larger
tails in the PDF indicating a greater degree of intermittency, in agreement with the findings of Tong et al.
(1998) in their analysis of LES data. The same trend,
increased intermittency in the SGS stress components,
was seen using the box filter in all directions (not
shown).
In Fig. 4 the corresponding spectra for each offdiagonal component of the SGS stress are presented.
Note that each component of the SGS stress computed
with three-dimensional filtering (solid lines) has a lower
rolloff wavenumber than the corresponding component
calculated with two-dimensional filtering (dashed
lines). The filter wavenumber, /, is represented by
the vertical dotted line. The difference in rolloff wavenumber can be interpreted as the two filters acting on
slightly different scales (i.e., the SGS stress components
calculated with the three-dimensional filter have fewer
small-scale, high-wavenumber structures). To quantify
this difference, we ask whether three-dimensional filtering at a scale smaller than the original filter scale
  2.0 m would yield similar results to the twodimensional filter. We rescale the filter size such that
the spectra of the components of the SGS stress calculated with both two- and three-dimensional filterings
collapse. By trial and error we find that rescaling the
three-dimensional filter width to 3D  0.842D results in a very good collapse, shown in Fig. 5.
The newly identified filter scale is now used to compute the components of the SGS stress with threedimensional filtering at the scale 3D  0.842D, and
a comparison is made to the components calculated
with two-dimensional filtering at the original filter
scale. This comparison is presented in Fig. 6. The PDFs
have now collapsed, showing that the components calculated with two- and three-dimensional filterings have
the same level of intermittency when we interpret the
three-dimensional filter as one that has a filter size 16%
smaller than the two-dimensional filter. This implies
that a two-dimensional filter is a good surrogate for
three-dimensional filtering and experiments using two→
FIG. 4. Spectra of the components of the SGS stress tensor
calculated with two-dimensional filtering (dashed line) and threedimensional filtering (solid line) for (a) 13, (b) 12, and (c) 23. In
each of the plots the components computed with threedimensional filtering have a lower rolloff wavenumber, indicating
that the three-dimensional filter is acting on larger scales than the
two-dimensional filter.
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dimensional filtering need only interpret the filter scale
properly.
The uncorrected PDFs of S̃12, S̃13, and S̃23 are shown
in Figs. 7a–c, respectively, while the PDFs of the same
components are shown in Figs. 8a–c when 3D 
0.842D. The correction is less dramatic, but an improvement is seen in the collapse of the data. Note that
the components of the filtered strain rate have the opposite intermittence behavior as the SGS stress, since
filtering causes more attenuation of the large scales
while leaving more kinetic energy and variability to the
SGS range.

4. SGS heat flux alignments
Closure for vector quantities such as the equality of
the SGS heat flux and its parameterizations implies that
both the direction and magnitude of the SGS flux and
its parameterizations must match; that is, the flux and
its parameterization must have perfect angular alignment and equal magnitude. The flux of heat (per unit
heat capacity) caused by unresolved (SGS) motions occurring at scales smaller than a scale  is defined by
Tui  T̃ũi,
qix, t ˜

2

where ui is the velocity vector, T is the temperature,
and the tilde represents spatial filtering at the scale .
Here, ũi and T̃ are the filtered velocity and temperature
fields that are numerically resolved in the LES model.
Classical parameterizations for qi(x,t) in LES are based
on down-temperature gradient closures. Specifically,
the Smagorinsky (1963) eddy-diffusion parameterization reads
qix, t  

cs2⌬2
⭸T
|S̃|
qieddy,
PrSGS ⭸xi

3

where |S̃|  2S̃ ijS̃ ij is the magnitude of the filtered strain rate tensor is the Smagorinsky constant,
and PrSGS is the subgrid-scale Prandtl number.
The tensor eddy diffusivity (or nonlinear) model
(Leonard 1974; Borue and Orszag 1998) is given by

←
FIG. 5. Spectra of the SGS stress components computed with
two-dimensional (dashed line) and three-dimensional (solid line)
filterings at a reduced scale. Here, the wavenumber axis of the
components computed with three-dimensional filtering has been
rescaled by defining a smaller effective three-dimensional filter
size 3D  0.842D so that the spectra collapse.
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⭸ũi ⭸T̃
qinl,
⭸xk ⭸xk

4

Where cnl is the corresponding model coefficient and
repeated subscripts are summed over. This can be
shown mathematically (Leonard 1997) by keeping the
˜

first term in an expansion of the filtered product Tui
that appears in the definition of q.
A third approach, the so-called mixed model (Bardina and Ferziger 1980), is a linear combination of Eqs.
(3) and (4):
qix, t  

cs2⌬2 ⭸T
⭸ui ⭸T
 Cnl⌬2
  qimix.
PrT ⭸xi
⭸xk ⭸xk

5

To better understand the relationship between q and
the mixed model when q is computed with both twoand three-dimensional filterings, we consider the alignments of the real SGS heat flux relative to the “mixed
model span,” defined as the plane containing the two
vectors qeddy and qnl (this is a well-defined space because these two vectors are highly misaligned). A
sketch of the geometry and definition of angles used in
this analysis (previously used by Higgins et al. 2004) is
presented in Fig. 9. The normal to the mixed model
qnl. The projection, qp, of the
span is given by qeddy
measured heat flux onto the plane spanned by the
mixed model is the portion of the SGS heat flux that
can be expressed by the mixed model. The location of
q relative to qeddy and qnl is formally fixed by the angles
  cos1((qeddy
qnl) • q/|qeddy
qnl||q|) and  
1
eddy
p
eddy
p
• q /|q
||q |). Joint probability density
cos (q
functions (JPDFs) of cos() and  are computed from
the data. The use of cos() in the computation of the
JPDF ensures that there is no bias toward the 90° plane.
For plotting purposes, this same JPDF is plotted as a
function of the spherical angles  and  on the unit
sphere [e.g., random data yields a uniform JPDF in
cos() and ] and would be represented by uniform
color on the unit sphere. Figures 10–12 show the measured joint probability density functions of  and  plotted on the unit sphere for both the two- (shown in panel
a) and three-dimensional (shown in panel b) filterings
for unstable, near-neutral, and stable datasets, respectively. The joint PDF quantifies the relative frequency
of the orientations of the measured SGS heat flux rela-

←
FIG. 6. PDFs of the SGS stress components computed with
two-dimensional filtering (dashed line) and three-dimensional filtering (solid line) at a reduced scale 3D  0.842D. The difference in intermittency of the signals seen in Fig. 4 has disappeared, and the PDFs have collapsed to one.
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FIG. 7. Uncorrected PDFs of the off-diagonal components of
the filtered strain rate.
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FIG. 8. PDFs of the off-diagonal components of the filtered
strain rate when 3D  0.842D.
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mensional filtered results are consistent with the structure of previously reported alignments (Higgins et al.
2004), but the location of the peak in probability is
different. A discussion on how to “correct” the twodimensional filtered results will be presented in the
next section on tensor alignments.

5. Tensor alignments

FIG. 9. A sketch of the geometry used to define the span of the
mixed model and investigate relative orientations of the SGS
models for the heat flux (from Higgins et al. 2004).

tive to the model-defined coordinates. In addition, a
single PDF of [qeddy ↔ qnl] is shown at the bottom of
each plot to characterize the alignment of the tensor
eddy diffusivity vector with respect to the eddydiffusion vector. A full description of this analysis technique is presented in Higgins et al. (2004).
Data from unstable periods are presented in Fig. 10.
In Fig. 10b, the case in which three-dimensional filtering is used, the alignment is more pronounced (larger
bright white area) than in Fig. 10a (two-dimensional
filtering). However in both cases, the alignment is centralized on the plane defined by the mixed model span,
and in both cases the most likely orientation of the SGS
heat flux is between the nonlinear and eddy viscosity
models. The main difference between Fig. 10a and Fig.
10b is in the location of the peak probability. In Fig.
10a, the case with two-dimensional filtered data, the
most likely position of the measured heat flux is 54°
from the eddy viscosity model, (qeddy). In the case of
three-dimensionally filtered data (Fig. 10b), the more
likely heat flux position is 70° from the eddy viscosity
model, qeddy, and only 20° from the nonlinear model,
qnl. These observations (for the two-dimensional case)
are consistent with previously reported alignments presented by Higgins et al. (2004).
In Figs. 11 and 12 there are striking differences between the alignment seen when two- (shown in Figs.
11a, 12a) or three-dimensional (shown in Figs. 11b,
12b) filterings are used for neutral and stable atmospheric stability, respectively. In all cases the alignment
is localized in the plane defined by the mixed model
span, but the three-dimensional filtered results consistently show strong alignment with the nonlinear model,
qnl, alone. The results obtained from two-dimensional
filtering, however, are aligned with neither the eddy
viscosity nor the nonlinear model. Here, the two-di-

To further investigate the differences that arise between results obtained from two- and threedimensional filterings, the alignment between the SGS
stress tensor and the filtered strain rate tensor is considered. The filtered strain rate and the SGS stress tensors are (by construction) symmetric and traceless;
thus, the eigenvectors of the tensor are both real and
orthogonal (i.e., they form a basis of three-dimensional
space). Characterization of the full tensor–tensor alignment (e.g., SGS stress and strain rate tensor) requires
the specification of three unique angles. The analysis is
explained in detail in Tao et al. (2002) and Higgins et al.
(2003), and presented briefly here. The extensive eigendirection of the SGS stress, ␣ⴑ, is expressed in spherical coordinates relative to the strain rate eigendirections—thus specifying two of the three unique angles
(  cos1(|␣S̃ • ␣ⴑ|/|␣S̃||␣ⴑ|), and   cos1(|␤S̃ •
[␣ⴑ ⴑ (␣S̃ • ␣ⴑ)␣S̃]|/|[␣ⴑ  (␣S̃ • ␣ⴑ)␣S̃]||␤S̃|)), but
the orientation of the SGS stress relative to the filtered
strain rate has not been fixed completely since the compressive, ␥ⴑ, and intermediate, ␤ⴑ, eigendirections
are free to rotate in a plane perpendicular to ␣ⴑ (see
Fig. 13). The compressive eigendirection of the filtered
strain rate, ␥S̃, is projected into the plane perpendicular
to the fixed SGS stress eigendirection, ␣ⴑ. This projection now lies in the plane spanned by two eigendirections of the SGS stress ␥ⴑ and ␤ⴑ, and its angle,
  cos1(|␥ⴑ • [␥S̃ ⴑ (␥S̃ • ␣ⴑ)␣ⴑ]|/|␥ⴑ||[␥S̃ ⴑ (␥S̃
• ␣ⴑ)␣ⴑ]|), relative to the compressive direction of
the SGS stress, ␥ⴑ, will fix the relative position of the
two tensors. A sketch of the geometry used to define
these angles is presented in Fig. 13.
In Figs. 14a–f, respectively, the alignment between
the filtered strain rate and SGS stress is shown for unstable three-dimensional filtered data, unstable twodimensional filtered data, near-neutral three-dimensional filtered data, near-neutral two-dimensional filtered data, stable three-dimensional filtered data, and
stable two-dimensional filtered data. The tensor alignment is similar in structure between three-dimensionally filtered (Fig. 14a) and two-dimensionally
filtered (Fig. 14b) data for the case of unstable atmospheric stability. The three-dimensionally filtered (Fig.
14a) data show an increased probability of alignment
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FIG. 10. Heat flux alignment PDFs under unstable atmospheric stability: results when (a) two- and (b)
three-dimensional filterings are used.

(darker red areas); however, the most likely alignment
pattern (i.e., the location of areas of increased probability) is similar. In the near neutral case, the threedimensionally filtered (Fig. 14c) data show an increased

probability of alignment (darker red areas); however,
the most likely alignment pattern (i.e., the location of
areas of increased probability) is similar. In both cases
of atmospheric stability (unstable and near neutral), the
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FIG. 11. Heat flux alignment PDFs under neutral atmospheric stability: results when (a) two- and (b)
three-dimensional filterings are used.

alignment trends shown are consistent with previously
reported results of Tao et al. (2002) and Higgins et al.
(2003).
Major differences arise when we compare the results

obtained from three-dimensional filtering (Fig. 14e)
and two-dimensional filtering (Fig. 14f) in the case of
stable atmospheric stability. The three-dimensionally
filtered data exhibit a similar alignment trend seen in
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FIG. 12. Heat flux alignment PDFs under stable atmospheric stability: results when (a) two- and (b)
three-dimensional filterings are used.

the previously discussed cases of near-neutral (Fig. 14c)
and unstable (Fig. 14a) atmospheric stability. However,
the alignment pattern given by the two-dimensionally
filtered data (Fig. 14f) is strikingly different than the

three-dimensional filtered alignment pattern, and in
this case using a two-dimensional surrogate for threedimensional filtering would yield misleading results.
This is the first time that the tensor alignment trend for
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FIG. 13. Sketch of the geometry used to define the relative
orientation of the SGS stress and filtered strain rate (from Higgins
et al. 2003).

the case of stable atmospheric stability has been reported.

6. Recommendations
It is preferable to apply three-dimensional filtering
whenever possible, but when data or resources are not
available, one can obtain accurate statistics of the SGS
stress and filtered strain rate components from twodimensional filtering by interpreting the filter size as
equivalent to a three-dimensional filter at scale 3D 
0.842D, as seen in the first section of this paper.
When performing more detailed analyses, such as the
alignment analyses presented above, two-dimensional
filtering can still give reliable results for the case of
unstable atmospheric stability. Poor agreement between two-dimensionally filtered and three-dimensionally filtered results arises in the cases of nearneutral and stable atmospheric stabilities in the heat
flux alignment analyses. Further discrepancies are
shown for the case of stable atmospheric stability with
the tensor alignment analysis. It is possible, however, to
get accurate enough results while still using twodimensional filtering in both the heat flux and tensor
alignment analyses. As explained in the previous sections, in all the previous analyses the data are filtered in
two dimensions along horizontal planes. The strength
of the vertical gradient in the stable case (shown in Fig.
2d) leads one to surmise that it may be better to filter
along vertical planes for this case. If the data from the
SGS 2002 dataset (under stable atmospheric stability)

VOLUME 24

are filtered along vertical planes in the vertical and
streamwise directions, the two-dimensional filtered results show a great improvement. Figure 15 shows the
results from the tensor alignment analysis with twodimensional filtering done in the vertical direction. Recall, Fig. 14e is the result of the tensor alignment analysis when three-dimensional filtering is used. Now both
two- and three-dimensional filterings give similar results in both magnitude and structure. Note that all
previous experiments and analyses (Tong et al. 1999,
1998; Porté-Agel et al. 1998, 2000a,b, 2001a,b; Higgins
et al. 2003; Horst et al. 2004; Kleissl et al. 2003) are
performed with the two-dimensional horizontal filtering technique.
Two-dimensional filtering in the vertical (wall normal) direction also improves the match between threedimensionally filtered results and two-dimensionally filtered results for the heat flux analysis. Again in the
stable case there were large discrepancies between the
three- and two-dimensional filtered results (Figs. 12a
and 12b). If this analysis is redone with the proposed
two-dimensional filtering in the vertical and streamwise
directions, there is a marked improvement in the comparison of the results. This is shown in Fig. 16. The
results obtained from two-dimensional filtering in the
vertical-streamwise directions are shown to be comparable with the three-dimensional results shown in Fig.
12b. This result suggests that experiment design (measurement array geometry) should be carefully considered if a two-dimensional surrogate filter is to be used.
If stably stratified flows are of primary interest, vertical
array geometry, and the consequent vertical filtering,
would produce better results.

7. Summary
Field experiments performed with arrays of sonic anemometers to measure small-scale spatial aspects of atmospheric turbulence in the context of large eddy simulation have been important for understanding SGS
stresses, heat fluxes, and their parameterizations in the
lower atmosphere. To date, most experiments are
based on the assumption that two-dimensional filtering
is an appropriate surrogate for the three-dimensional
filtering used to define the SGS quantities. We have
shown that the components of the SGS stress computed
with two-dimensional filtering have greater intermittency than those calculated with three-dimensional filtering. Through spectral and statistical analysis we also
show that this difference in intermittency can be reduced or eliminated if the three-dimensional filter scale
is interpreted properly.
In another detailed analysis of the alignments of the
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FIG. 14. Tensor alignment PDFs: (a) unstable and 3D filter, (b) unstable and 2D filter, (c) near-neutral and 3D filter, (d)
near-neutral and 2D filter, (e) stable and 3D filter, and (f) stable and 2D filter.

SGS heat flux and the tensor alignment between the
SGS stress and the filtered strain rate, we show that
two-dimensional filtering yields satisfactory results in
the case of unstable atmospheric stability, but that in
the case of stable atmospheric stability, two-

dimensional filtering along horizontal planes yields results that are significantly different from those of threedimensional filtering. When two-dimensional filtering
is unavoidable, better results can be obtained by filtering in two dimensions along vertical planes, that is, in
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FIG. 15. Tensor alignment analysis for stable data results computed with two-dimensional vertical filtering.

FIG. 16. Vector alignment analysis for stable data results computed with two-dimensional vertical filtering.
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the wall normal-streamwise plane that samples the contribution from the mean shear and temperature gradient.
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